YOUR TRUSTED
PARTNER IN PLASTIC
MANUFACTURING
LenoPack’s main profile is manufacturing injection
moulded plastic products and parts, based on our clients’
mandate. As a contract manufacturer, we produce a wide
variety of plastic parts that are used to assemble household
appliances by market leading companies. As supplier we generate
parts or complete appliances, even assemblying and packaging
the finished products. Moreover, we produce thermoformed trays in wide variety for the
food processing industry.
We continuously develop our machine pool in order to provide the best quality for our partners
when producing highly accurate precision plastic parts. To ensure our clients’ satisfaction we
put high emphasis on the quality of products manufactured by us.
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YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER
IN PLASTIC MANUFACTURING

WHO WE ARE

LenoPack Ltd. is a 100% Hungarian-owned family business, which has been operating in the
central location of Dunaújváros, next to the Danube Ironworks. Our company mainly specialized
in the production of high-quality plastic parts and packaging materials, however we also strive
to satisfy the needs of its customers with a wide range of products and contract manufacturing.

WHAT WE OFFER

Thanks to our advanced machine pool we are able to process our clients’ orders meeting
the highest quality requirements. The supervision of our skilled workers ensures the quality of
production on our 4.000 m2 facility. We offer solutions both for manufacturing separate parts
and complete machines, we can even decorate, assemble and pack those for our clients.

OUR MISSION

Thanks to continuous improvement, our highly trained professionals and the close cooperation
with our partners, we are able to ensure the highest quality from designing to the production of
finished products.

OUR PARTNERS

One of LenoPack’s most important partners is MOMERT Zrt. We manufacture millions of plastic
and rubber parts to support their assembly process. Another significant reference of ours is
ELECTROLUX, for their highest quality vacuum cleaners we manufactured complex components
that are clearly visible from the outside and that meet high quality besides the aesthetic
expectations. We are proud to be the strategic supplier to many other prestigeous businesses as
well.

CALL US TODAY, WE ARE PLEASED TO HELP YOU!
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